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Abstract 

Today we need high-speed Computers to handle customer requirements. Distributed 

computing are often built with help of middleware, because existing operating system do not 

provide the right facility for distributed application. Distributed computing environment 

(DCE) designed based on some application.  In this framework  distributed computing 

environment is designed for cryptography application.  

The performance of the DCE is entirely depends on number of participants included in a 

particular process using multithreading. Where number of participants increase, system 

failure rate is also increased to make the DCE reliable, fault detection, fault tolerance and 

failure recovery must be done 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

A distributed system is a collection of processors that do not share memory or a clock. 

Instead, each processor has its own local memory, and the processors communicate with each 

other through various communication lines. The processors in a distributed system vary in 

size and function. They may include small microprocessors, workstations, minicomputers, 

and large general-purpose computer systems.  

A distributed system provides the user with access to the various resources that the 

system maintains. Access to a shared resource allows computation speedup, and improved 

data availability and reliability. A distributed file system is a file-service system whose users, 

servers, and storage devices are dispersed among the various sites of a distributed system. 

Accordingly, service activity has to be carried out across the network; instead of a single 

centralized data repository, there are multiple and independent storage devices.  
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A distributed system must provide various mechanisms for process synchronization and 

communication, for dealing with the deadlock problem, and for dealing with a variety of 

failures that are not encountered in a centralized system.  

The performance of the DCE is entirely depends on number of participants     

included in a particular process. 

                         

 Time taken to   =                +  + Communication delay 
 Execute a job  
 

When number of participant’s increase, system failure rate is also increased.  

 
2.1 Existing System 

 In centralized computing, dumb terminals (so called, because they are just 

input/output devices) are connected to a central computer that controls all devices and 

supplies all the processing and data services. Centralized computing uses a single mainframe-

based source of data and processing services accessible via dumb terminals. There are several 

reasons for centralizing basic computing services the most obvious is money.  

 Since there is no hard funding for computing at the university, it is up to the colleges 

and departments to fund their computing needs. The per user cost of common computing 

services like e-mail, user logins and accounts, and web services, decreases as the number of 

users increases in terms of both providing services and providing support.  

 
2.2 Proposed System 

 A distributed system provides the user with access to the various resources that the 

system maintains. Access to a shared resource allows computation speedup, and improved 

data availability and reliability. A distributed file system is a file-service system whose users, 

servers, and    storage devices are dispersed among the various sites of a distributed system. 

Accordingly, service activity has to be carried out across the network; instead of a single 

centralized data repository, there are multiple and independent storage devices. 

 In distributed computing a network component plays a crucial role in linking                       

together a variety of devices providing multiple users with truly shared processing and data 

services.  

 

Time Taken by a single CPU 

 
Number of participants 
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2.3 Data Flow Diagram 

 

Fig 1.0 

3.0 Problem Description 
 
 This Framework consists of following modules.  

 Agent Registration 

 Agent 

 Master Agent 

 Job Distribution 

 Fault Detection 

 Failure Recovery 

3.1 Agent Registration  

  Agents send a request to the distributed computing environment, based on that 

distributed computing environment accept the request and allocate communication port for 

the agents and add the agent and their communication port in the list. Connection 
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establishment TCP protocol is used, after connection establishment inter-processor 

communication is done by datagram Distributed computing environment initially waiting in 

port 8000.  

 All the agents try to connect with the port 8000, after connection establishment 

Distributed computing environment allocation a communication port 4000 to the agent and 

increment the port number so that port number 4001 is allocated for the next agent. After port 

allocation a separate thread is created for an agent, using that thread agents are communicated 

with the MASTER AGENT. 

3.2 Agent 

 Agent is a workstation in the network, all agents register with the distributed 

computing environment by specifying the HOST Name / IP address of the distributed 

computing environment host. After successful registration DCE allocate communication port, 

using that port agents communicate with master agents. Agents submit job (plain text file to 

be encrypted) to the Master agent using the communication port and wait for replay from 

master agent when receive the encrypted job from the mater agent convert the encrypted job 

in to file and store with extension filename.enc. 

 Agent can send two type of request to master agent one is encryption another one is 

decryption request @JOB-E@ / @JOB-D@   

 In the distributed computing environment all agents act as workstation, it send the job 

to the master agent at the same time it also receive job from master agent for encryption or 

decryption for example agent1 submit a job to the master agent for encryption, some portion 

of the job is send to the agent1 and it encrypt the job and send to the master agent finally it 

receive the complete encrypted job.  

3.3 Master Agent 

 Master agent receive job from the agents and find the number of agents (workstations) 

Currently registered with the DCE, based on that split the job (file) and distribute the jobs to 

all agents. During job split master agent maintain a sequence number for all jobs Mater Agent 

send the job to the agents along with the sequent number. Agents receive the job and apply 
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the substitution cipher technique to encrypt the plain text and send the encrypted cipher text 

to master agent. 

 Master agent collect encrypted jobs from the agents, based on the sequence number 

and arrange the job, after receiving all jobs Mater agent send the encrypted job (file) to the 

requested agent. The encryption speed is completely depends on number of agents currently 

registered with the distributed computing environment. 

3.4 Job Distribution 

 After successful registration participant can send or receive job to and from the leader. 

Participant accepts the file to be encrypted from the user and send the complete file to the 

Leader using the Distributed Object (Job Distribution Object). Leader receive the job from 

the participant and split the job (file to be encrypted / decrypted) several blocks equal to the 

number of participants in the DCE then send the block and Key to all participants.  

Participants apply the Encryption / Decryption algorithm after that send the block (encrypted 

/ decrypted) to the leader. Leader accept the processed blocks and arrange the blocks based 

on block ID finally send the complete processed  ( encrypted / decrypted ) job to requested 

participant. 

3.5 Fault Detection 

 Leader continuously interact with the participants using the “AUA” (Are You Alive) 

signal. Leader send the AUA signal to all participants currently registered with the DCE and 

wait for an acknowledgement if no “ack”  signal from any participant then leader register that 

particular participant as a failure system and increment failed system count. 

 

3.6 Failure Recovery 

 Fault recovery will decide whether the current process to be continuing or redo based 

on the number of failure systems in the DCE.  If failure system is less then total number of 

participants then failure recovery can be done. Recovery can be done with the help of system 

properties stored in that failed system or by the adjacent system.  
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4.0 Output 
 
 
Distribution of Job  

 
Agent received the finished job  
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5.0 Conclusion 

 Mainframes and Parallel computers are highly reliable and cost number crunches. The 

recent decade of client server technology evolution indicates cost as a prime factor. There by, 

identifying distributed object based solutions and Linux clusters. 

 With full advantage of economy distributed object based solution still stays as a 

bumbling amateur. As the first pedestal, we had designed a Reliable Distributed Computing 

Environment in windows platform. The project was listed with a cry problem of Encryption. 

It was successful and has paved hope towards a lot of future scope. 
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